1x6	THE ASCENT OF BALLADS
One need not repeat the demonstration across Europe; nor repeat
the words said in a former chapter on the relation between balladry
and nationalism. The community is defined and made conscious of
itself in the ballads, but not chauvinistic or exclusive. There are, of
course, certain simple antitheses which seem inevitable: Christians
and Moors, Scots and English, Serbs and Turks, holy Russians and
assorted pagans. But though there are enmities taken for granted
in the ballads, they are not exacerbated, and as they belong to the
order of things, they may pass when the order changes. There is
no political programme involved in the definition of the communal
personality; the influence of ballads depends on their mirroring,
undistorted, truth as that community knows it, both as to facts and
as to sentiments.
We must avoid the exaggeration of believing, however, that all
the popular mind finds an outlet in ballads. They are a form of
literature, though spoken, and they depend on precedent and
fashion. In different countries they have arisen at different times,
and in those whose ballads are late, we find often restrictions which
affect their quality or content. Theirs may be perceptibly more
vulgar than those of an older ballad centre, since the working of
humanism may be already evident. We note, for instance, the
absence of the high heroic vein of Kosovo in Bulgarian balladry;
in Bulgaria there are current Serbian ballads of Marko Kraljevic,
but the native ballads start from the lower level of haiduk song.
The Czech ballad of the Kudrun cycle is a tavern adventure; we
find this tavern level reached in Germany in the songs of lands-
knechts and reiters, as a perceptible descent from the knightly
level of Lindenschmid, which is itself beneath the heroic level of
Kudrun. In the Ukraine, if we suppose that the Kiev 'byliny' were
ever indigenous to the region, there has been a complete change of
manner in the lyrical songs of to-day. In Lithuania the ballad is
lyrical, with a minimum of narrative, and its themes domestic and
sentimental. There are Lithuanian narratives, but their appointed
form is the prose Marchen. Convention requires the Frenchman
to sing of the 'belle maurnariee* and treat marriage as a jest; happy
marriage is not non-existent in France, but it is not a subject for
song. There is much that is unexpressed in a people's balladry.
These songs strike an average of experience, but men are capable
of more than the average. The great poets and thinkers are also
voices of the peoples, and their highly personal inspirations also

